Modelling sensitivity losses in ocular disorders: colour vision anomalies following intense blue-light exposure in monkeys.
The effects of prolonged exposure to intense, short-wavelength light were studied in monkeys through the measurement of increment-threshold spectral sensitivity (ITSS) and threshold-versus-intensity (TVI) functions using a behavioural method. The long-term effect of intense blue-light exposure was to induce a short-wavelength (SW) sensitivity loss which did not depend on the intensity or chromatic composition of the adapting field. The TVI curves for short wavelength stimuli revealed an increase in test threshold without changes in field sensitivity. Since this SW sensitivity loss may generalize to characteristic colour vision defects found in many outer retinal diseases, models of acquired alterations of colour vision mechanisms are considered. These models describe probable changes in ITSS functions and TVI curves in diseases affecting the inner or outer retina as well as changes in dark adaptation.